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Introduction

This paper describes an algorithm to detect rotational
symmetries, e.g. corners, circles and star shapes. The
figure below contains a sample of these features
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The symmetries are detected in a hierarchical way: first
detect local orientation in the image. Then convolve the
orientation image with a set of complex filters to detect
the symmetries.
Each complex filter detects a whole class of patterns,
e.g. filter 1 detects class 1 (curvature, corners and line-
endings), filter 2 detects class 2 (circles and star-shapes).
The method is designed to give selective and sparse re-
sponses by using a lateral inhibition scheme. The 2D
filter kernels can be approximated by a small number of
1D-filters, giving an efficient algorithm.

Illustration with a simple example
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In the following example colors
represent complex numbers, see
figure to the left.
The intensity represents absolute
value and the color represents
phase.

The figure below shows a simple test image from which
we want to detect interesting features:
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First detect local orientation, e.g. by using the algorithm
in the paper, and represent it in double angle representa-
tion:

Double angle representation Local orientation
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Convolve the orientation image with rotational symme-
try filters of suitable order and size. The filters can be
thought of as local polar Fourier series components on
the orient image (Filter kernels have the form fn(r, ϕ) =
a(r)einϕ):
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Filter 2
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Color interpretation:

Increase selectivity by letting the filter responses inhibit
each other. This gives the final result:

Inhibited Filter 0
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Inhibited Filter 1
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Inhibited Filter 2
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Applications

These high-level features can be useful for instance in

• hierarchical matching structures for 3D-estimation,
object recognition, etc.

• detection of traffic circles, crossroads and bends of
the road in aerial images.

• detection of interesting points in fingerprints.


